
 
 

Housing Update – Tony Alexander 

The housing markets in our two biggest cities remain firm with shortages worsening in 
Auckland in particular and investors likely to be feeling that buying and holding is a no-
brainer given the abject failure so far of central and local government in boosting 
construction to any great degree. 

Thus these housing markets are likely to remain firm – especially as mortgage rates are now 
falling – for fixed rate borrowing. The impact of the Reserve Bank raising the official cash 
rate from 2.5% to 3.5% between March and July this year is being undone by deflation 
worries offshore causing newly falling medium to long-term borrowing costs. In March when 
the cash rate was 2.5% and floating mortgage rates 5.74% the three year fixed housing rate 
was 6.35%. Our special rate was just 5.85% and history tells us such specials are often 
copied and or repeated. So cash rate up 1%, the key fixed rate down 0.5%. 

We have been here before and we know it means that borrowers move from floating to fixed 
rates – something which as an aside cuts bank profits because of the lower margins on fixed 
rather than floating rates and thus causes extra bank pushes for higher product sales plus 
cost savings. 

So what are the implications of all this for monetary policy? As noted above, NZ inflationary 
pressures in aggregate do not look like providing a reasonable basis for any further increase 
in the official cash rate until December next year, if at all. Yet the need to restrain housing 
remains. The chances of the loan to value ratio rules being relaxed in the next year or two 
are low. The chances of further restrictions being introduced are growing. Meaning? Same 
as what we have been saying since the middle of 2009. The incentive is to move early to buy 
(borrow and buy) a property rather than to wait. 

And outside Auckland and Christchurch? Well that all depends upon whether people start 
cashing up in those centres and freeing up funds by shifting elsewhere, and whether 
investors do what they did in the 2000s and start seeking better yields outside Auckland. 


